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PREFACE

Certain parts of the theory of covering surfaces are treated
briefly in the literature as they occur in connection with other
topics, but very little has been written on the subject itself,
particularly in English.

Besides being of interest in itself,

the subject of covering surfaces has important applications in
other fields of mathematics, especially in the study of
Riemann surfaces.

W

As is the case with any discussion of a topic in mathematics,
the treatment here is merely an introduction.

Sections 2 through

6 are concerned with uribranched coverings; the universal covering
is studied thoroughly and then follows a brief treatment of regular
unbranched coverings in general.

The last two sections give a

definition of regularly branched coverings and a consideration of
the possible simply connected regularly branched coverings.
The author wishes to express his indebtedness to Professor
G. R. MacLane, without whose guidance the work would never have
been accomplished.

* Throughout the text, the numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography.
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COVERING SURFACES

1.

Introduction
If we lay a sheet of writing paper on a table and then place

another sheet on top of the first, we say that we have "covered"
the first sheet with the second.

Or if we hold the second sheet

in the air above the first, so that the first lies in the shadow
of the second, we may still say that we have covered the first.

In

either case, each point of the covering sheet lies above a point in
the first sheet, and so there is defined by vertical projection a
point of the first sheet corresponding to each point of the covering
sheet.

How if we remove the second sheet to some other position, or

even fold or crumple it, it still may be properly termed a "covering"
of the first, because the correspondence between the points still
holds.

It will be convenient to call this correspondence between

the points of a base surface S and those of its covering S a
projection, and to speak of the points of S as being "above" the
corresponding points of S, even though there is no intrinsic physical
relation between them.
A covering surface is not necessarily identical with the base
surface, for the projection does not have to be a one-to-one corres¬
pondence.

Let us construct a two-sheeted covering of the torus.

We

take two models of the torus and cut both of them along a meridian.
Let us place one of the tori above the other and join the four loose
ends in the following way: we attach the left end of the upper torus
to the left end of the lower one.

(Fig. l)

The resulting surface is

another torus, though twisted in a
knot.

The relation between this surface

and the base is two-to-one.
Let us construct a different sort
of covering—this time of a disc.

We

take for our base surface S the interior

of the unit circle: lil <1.

Now directly

above S let us place two copies of S.
Fig. 1

We cut both of them along the real axis

from 0 to 1 and then join the loose edges crosswise,

(in this physical

model, the resulting surface .intersects-; itself; we may avoid any argu¬
ment Bimply by saying "identify"
the edges instead of "join", them.)

S:

The two discs are still distinct
except for the points at the origin,
which are identified.

If we think

of the two discs which make up the
covering as being superimposed in

S:

the W-plane, we may define the pro¬
jection

of 1-5 into S in the
Fig. 2

following way:

1\ •. =£ =■ W.
There

vo = 0
surface

are two points of S above each point of S except for the point
, where the correspondence is one-to-one.

s’ has

a branch point at

W:Q>

We say that the

Using the same surfaces, the smooth disc In the ?-plane and the
double disc in the

uJ -plane, let us define another projection:
7T, *.

The function

TC,

= UJ.

, establishes everywhere a one-to-one correspondence

between S and S, and hence there is no branch point*
projection

a branched and by the projection

covering of S.

Thus S is by the

, an uribranched

To specify the covering relation completely then, we

must give not only the surfaces, but the projection between them.

The

example serves to Illustrate also that branching is not an intrinsic
property of a surface, but arises only In a given covering relation
between one surface and another*
We wish to give a precise definition of the relation of "covering”
which we have described here and to study some of its properties.

2.

Preliminary Definitions
Consider a set H of elements, with a class ^ of subsets

G, which we shall call the open sets of H*

We require that the

following conditions be satisfied:
(i) The null set and the set H both belong to A *
(ii) Any union of sets of
belong; to ^ .
(iii) The intersection of any two—and hence of any finite
xnariber—sets of % belongs to 4.
(iv) Given ary two distinct elements * , u- in H, there exist
two disjoint sets of
which contain x and
^ respectively*
The set H is called a Hausdorff Space.

The fourth condition,

called the Hausdorff separation axiom, distinguishes a Hausdorff space
from other topological spaces.
The elements of H we shall call points.
of a point

X

We define a neighborhood

in H to be any open set G which contains

X

.

If ©

k

is a subolass of ^ such that any open set G in ${ can he written
, ■where the sets B in the sum belong to <3B , then

Qf -

called a basis for H.
Euclidean space

t.

£B

is

For exangple, any open set in three-dimensional
can be written as the sum of a set of spheres;

hence the system of all the spheres in £,3 forms a basis for

$L3 .

A space H is said to be covered by a set of neighborhoods {G^ , if H=S*G.
('’Covering" in this sense is entirely distinct from the notion of
"covering surfaces," which we are to define. )

If H has a countable

basis, Lindelof *s theorem says that out of any set of neighborhoods
which cover H, it is possible to extract a countable number which
cover H.

If it is always possible to extract a finite number which

cover H, then the space H is compact.
if it Is the complement of an open set:

A set in H is said to be closed
the set F is closed if F=H-G,

where G is open.
The Hausdorff spaoes constitute a rather general class, which
includes for example any metric space — in particular any Euclidean
space.

Any point set at all may be considered as a Hausdorff space

if we define the open sets of H to be all the subsets of H.
easily seen that such a space is a Hausdorff space.

It is

The axiom (tv),

for example, is satisfied by picking the open sets containing two
distinct points to be the points themselves.
For our Hausdorff spaces to be of any service to us, we must find
a way of expressing relations between two such spaces*
sets X and Y, we say that the function
point x In X a corresponding point

Given any two

, associating with each

in Y, maps X into Y.

In the

particular case where the image, "¥(X^, of the spaoe X occupies the
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whole of Y, we say that tlxe function 4i*} naps X onto

Y.

It is

necessary

to generalize the familiar " £ " notion of continuity on metric
spaces to hold for more general Bausdorff spaces.

Thus if X and

Y

x0

Bausdorff spaces, we say that the function is continuous at
In X if for any neighborhood V(<^ in Y, where
exists a neighborhood

are

vj0 = *4c>Ui, there

0 (vO in X, such that

Kuu.i') c Vc<p.
The fraction u-TLf-) 1. contlnuouc on X If ft is continuous at each
point of X.
THECSSEH 2.1.

A necessary and sufficient condition that the function

he continuous on X is that the complete inverse image
r«a

of any open set GCY be open in X*

Proof ,

a)

Suppose

4

is continuous.

4tK)

Since G is a neighborhood of
such that

4(U(xA c Q

.

Consider a point *

in

, there exists a neighborhood U()0

Hence

c

uoo

r*

.

How

X k!W

I.®,

ros)

is a union of open sets and therefor© is open.

b)
in X.

Suppose the inverse image of any open set in Y is open

Let us show that

4

is continuous at an arbitrary point

Let be a neighborhood of

a=?U^

in X.

Thus w© have a neighborhood of

hood

VCMTI

.

Therefore

x

.

Then

r(v)

X

inX

is open

mapping iirbo the given neighbor¬

is continuous.
Q#E#D»
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If the function

<J=-Pcrt

which, naps X into Y is (i) one-to-one

and (ii) biconblnuous, i.e. "both -f and its inverse are continuous, then
the map is called a hcmecmorphism.
that if -P

Fran the previous theorem we observe

is a homomorphism, both

into open sets.

and its inverse cany open sets

Thus a homomorphism sets up not only a one-to-one

correspondence between points of the spaces, but between their open
sets as well.

Heine© we say that two spaces are topologically equivalent

if there exists a homomorphism between them.

For this reason a homo¬

morphism is sometimes called a topological map.

It is good to note that

a topological nap between two spaces is not necessarily unique.
space X be the interval
The functions

K

0$ X* i ,

and let Y be the interval

,= A

and

Let the

0$ ^ I

.

both are one-to-one and bicontinous

maps of X onto Y.
In. connection with zoapping functions let us define one of the funda¬
mental tools in our study of coverings: the arc.
Let the unit segment A :
a function continuous on

A

We designate an arc

o{

o(
The point

*. x -

6L--? C0

.

A ^ /

be mapped into the space X by

The image of

A

in X is called an arc.

, in the following Banner:

■/"C £)

\$

/.

is called the Initial point and the point

Is called Idle terminal point or end point of

o{

.

b-

-f O')

Using a continuous,

rather than a blcontinuous function, allows the arc to cross itself*
forming loops.

If, given any two points

<L> , b

in X, it is possible

to draw an arc between them which is itself contained in X, then the
space X is said to be arewise connected.
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Given a subset H, of a Hausdorff space H, we define the relative
topology on Hi as follows:

the open sets of Hj are all the sets H,* G,

idlere G is an open set of E,

With, the topology defined in this fashion,

it is easily verified that E( is also a Bausdorff space,
if the class ®*.
for

is a basis for B, then<j04 :

furthermore,

Vl|j is a "basis

HJ-.IV

He may use the preliminary notions above to define a tirodimensional’ manifold# which with sliggrt restrictions will become a surface.
A two-dimensional manifold is a Bausdorff space such that for each
point x

in the space, there is a neighborhood

l/(iQ

which is hameo*r~.>

morphio to a disc in the Euclidean plans, i.e. to a set of points irith
real coordinates (u.t v}

satisfying the condition

tcx-fy2~ < T^~*

Instead of a dise, we could Just as well map a closed Euclidean
triangle onto a manifold by means of a homaomorphism.

For simplicity

ire shall continue to call such an image a triangle. How suppose that we
map another triangle onto the manifold so that it has a side in common
with idle first one. Sjjr. repeating the process it may be possible to com*
the whole manifold. A two-dimensional manifold is said to be triangulated
if it is covered by a finite or countable set of triangles, satisfying
the following conditions:
(i) Every point of the surface belongs to at least one
' ■ triangle.'
(ii) Two distinct triangles are either disjoint, have
exactly one common vertex, or have exactly two vertices
and the side between them in common.
(ill) Every side is a side of exactly two triangles.
(iv) Given ary point x of the surface, there exists a neighbor¬
hood l/oO which intersects only a finite number of the
triangles.

8

It is easily verified that a triangulation, of a manifold has the
property that the triangles having a common vertex form a closed sequence
about that vertex, as illustrated in Fig.

3.

If a two-dimensional manifold can be triangulated, and in addition
is arcnd.se connected, then.it is a surface.

The class of surfaces contains dosed
configurations such as the sphere and the
torus, and also configurations with edges,
such as the disc and the annulus, so long as
the border is excluded.

(Points on the

border fail to satisfy the condition for a
Fig. 3

manifold.)

In order to triangulate the sphere,

draw a circle on it, and then from three distinct points of the circle
draw aros of great circles orthogonal to the first one.
intersect in a common point.

(Fig. 4)

They will

We observe from this triangu-

lation that the sphere is -topologically equivalent to a tetrahedron.

Fig. 5
The torus may be triangulated in a similar manner.
manifold with an edge, such as the open disc?

But what about a

Obviously, it cannot

9

1)e covered with a finite number of triangles.

Instead we mist cover it

with triangles which, get mailer and smaller near the edge. For example,
we might triangulate the annular areas between circles of radius
h- (l,Zf •”) • (Fig, 5)

1

ltK »

This distinction gives rise to another definitions

a surface S is closed If it can be covered by a finite set of triangles.
Otherwise it is open.

For an equivalent definition we might replace the

word ‘'closed” by "compact," and “open" by'Uon-oanrpaot." For a treatment
of topological spaces and their fundamental properties, the reader is
referred to Lefschets' Inbroduotlon to Topology.

3*

{3, pp. 28-37, 72-73*) .

XMbranohed Covering Surfaces.
How shall we define precisely the covering relation which we

described in the introduction? The physical projection of the surface
S onto the surface S we replace by a function, which for the sake of con¬
venience we continue to call a projection.

The projection will not in

general be cne-to-cue? hence we do not have a hOmecmorphism.

It does

have the properly of hcmeomorphism, however, in the small.
The surface S, which is mapped onto the surface 8 by the function
TC

f

is an rebranched covering of B if TT defines a local hcmeo-

morphism between S and S, i.e. if to each point x in s', there exists a
neighborhood

lAx) in 6 and a neighborhood l/(ir(fj)ia S, such that the

map of U onto tJ by the projection
_

*

'

1\

is a homomorphism.

_/

•.

Xf S is a covering of 0, anflLS is another surface homeomorphlc to
—

""

_/

8, it follows that 8 is also a covering of S.

'

'

Thlst topological invariance
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of the covering relation allows us great freedom in representation of
coverings*

Consider, for example, the two-sheeted covering of the

torus which, was described on p. 1.

She operation desoribed can be

represented mare sinply as follows:

Consider the two tori cut as

before along a meridian and also along a parallel.

How if we flatten

them out we obtain two rectangles with their sides identified as indicated
in Fig.

6.

If we Join a to ay we have the two-sheeted covering as

desoribed before.

As we have mentioned previously, the points of the

Fig.

6

covering which project into a point X in the base are not necessarily
physically located above

X

.

however, as being points ‘’above”

It will be convenient to speak of them,

X

.

In the example Just considered, the covering was two-Bheeted at
every point.

Shore is nothing in our definition, however, to rule out

a variation in the number of covering sheets above different points.
For example, remove from the interior of the rectangle
a small closed rectangle*

kV&V {Fig. 6)

She resulting open Surface is a bordered

11

covering of the torus.

For the most part w© shall he interested only In

tmbordered coverings.

An nribranohed covering S of the surface S with projection
unbordered if for any- arc &

» there exists an arc

above

projects into Q<

cR

b in S» and any point ct

in s’, which begins at

and which

i.e. o(=TV(o(\

fHEQBEM 3»1.

let S be an rebranched, uribordsred covering of the

1st °< be an are in S pith initial and terminal points Q~

surface S.

fc> » respectively.

and

from <2- to

TC » is

let (L be any point of S which is above a.

feen there is a unique arc ^ in S beginning at oi, and projecting into .
Proof.

Bythe definition of an unbranehod covering, we fcoow that

there exists at least onssuch aro.

Suppose there were two: °(| and c?^ »

defined by the functions -fi M and respectively.
the two arcs coincide to begin with: -f,(o) = -Pz(6)= Cb.
supremum of the values of

Mm for

A < A*

, «?,

\

We inow that

suoh that for all A< A'j

A/

, c?,

and

distinct. Let X ' be the point of o{ which corresponds to

x/

be the corresponding point of

o(, .

homeemorphism, there exist homeomorphio neighborhoods
Henoe to the segment of o( which is in
in

X/

), the arcs

o(t

and

X

p?L

trill be

A ~ X

,

By the local

UuO and

(/(*,').

But in a portion of IT (viz* for

o(t are identical.

must coincide in the whole neighborhood TJ.
that

- Ta/A\

6/(x0 corresponds a unicue curve

U(x!) , naanely a segment of ©(, .

A <

Ti

trill coincide, while for some

and

values of A > X* arbitrarily .close to

and let

X be the

let

Hence they

Efcis contradicts the fact

is the suprezaun of values previous to which

°<, and

'm

coincide, unless \

f in which case a similar argument; shows that

o(| and agree also for
coincide for all values of

A

A-I

• Therefore, they must

.
Q«E«B»

k. Homotopy. The Fundamntal Group.
Before talcing up more general coverings, we wish to study an
important special-covering, We shall show that for any surface it is
possible to construct a universal covering surface, which is not only
uribranchecL and uribordered but simply connected as well. Furthermore,
this covering is unique* The construction of the universal covering
Is by means of groups of arcs, and so we need some preliminary notions
on arcs. We have defined an arc to be the imago of the unit segment
by a continuous function*

*.•

* = VYA) OS

■fCd - -fO)

If

a constant, for all

-U /.

we have a closed arc, or loop.

A

If

■fa)=<s,

, we call o< an identity arc, or th© null

arc. We may think of the arc as having a sense of direction, because

A

as

. increases from

moves along

0 to 1 the corresponding point on the arc

from CL-4(6) to

to define the inverse of

b-4(l) .

It is reasonable

to be the same path traversed in the

opposite sense—from b to CL . Thus
of':

X--P(l-A, 0$ A$ I.

If the end point of <K, coincides with the initial point of |S , we
define the product to be the path traversed in following first
o{

and then

3 .

0£ A$/.

/Sr X -^■(X))

<*: X=-fO)}

A$ &
/.

f-fM)

Having defined multiplication, identity, and inverse, it seems
natural to attempt to set up a group of arcs.

This is impossible,

however, because, for one thing, the product of o(
an identity aro.

and o<

1

is not

But it is in a sense equivalent to an Identity arc,

in that it Can be shrunk or "continuously deformed” into one.
equivalence relation is known as homotopy.

Let °<

and

^

This

£2, p. 4l.j|

b

be two arcs from g- to

.

-t(o) i j^ojr d.y

We say that <gf

is homotopic to |S , written

exists a function (2^

Qi

U /

(Xi't}

^/o , if there

» continuous on the square

f(fy-i)

$ (X, 0

0<V) =

^-1<V

I

, and such that

$Z^A, 0) = -PCA)

If

0$ "fc

--

>M

is a constant, we say that

constant: 0(^1.
property desired:

=

-f(o) = ^(o)

^

is homotopic to a

Using the notion of homotopy, we can get the

THEOREM 4.1.
Proof,

(i).

O(Q( ' 1.

let
O<:

X=

-PM

o s X i I.

X=fr(X)Then

os Xi 'L

4UX)

4hO-x)J

A 5 A i I.

let

pd,t)

.For t-0 tha function
' the point 4(o).

i Cz(l-t) f]

os A i '/i

-fiz (/-OO-tiJ

‘Ai* */.

(f) gives the arc rfoC1 aha, for Z-/siinplj-

Obviously ^ is continuous.
Q.E.D*

Other properties of homotopy which are obvious to the intuition
are the following:
(ii) If c< is homotopio to a constant and if ©f|3is defined,
then
(iii) If

is defined, and then ^yis defined

(iv)

f
^ oi , then

and
if

j ~f

15

(T)

Multiplication is associative:

(°<^ if

3r)

(vl) A necessary and sufficient condition that
to

|6

ctpT'

is that

he hamotoplc

he defined and hamotoplc to a constant.

(vli) She property of hamotopy is preserved under homeamorphism.
She proofs of these properties follow almost Immediately from the
£3* P* 2133 *

definitions.

A convenient way of looking at the hamotopy relation is to consider
the function

<0 (hft)

/\ A T

as a mapping function defined on the square

, where /\ •.

^

T:

0S $

/.

The arcs ©<»

and |S InS, hath running from <£- to ^ ,
are hamotoplc if there exists a con¬
tinuous mapping

0(.h,b)

of the unit

square into S whioh carries the sides
t=0 and t=l into the arcs ex' and
respectively, and the sides
and

A=/

respectively.

7)* will he
to both o< and
(Fig.

is hamotoplc

,

A=O

into the points CL and
A horizontal segment

carried into an arc from

CL

to

b

-which

^3 .

Another property of hamotopy which is intuitively obvious, hut not
so simple to prove, is the following.

THEOREM h.2.
with projection
initial point

Than

let S he an unhranohed. uribordered covering of S,
7T

c~ *

.

Let g? ,

and let

If and only if

o(
Q< ^

t

he arcs in ¥ having the

^

common

he corresponding arcs in S.
.

b,
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Proof. a) Suppose Eton there exists a continuous
function 0

which naps the unit square onto the region in S

which is "bounded" (though not necessarily in a point set sense)
hy

oi ^

, in a Banner such that the side T-~= O goes into ©T ,

it-l into

, and A=0, A~I go into 5^ and

t>

respectively.

(Fig. 8)

Fig. 8
Consider the function
0(h-t) It is a continuous function which maps the unit square into S so
that £-0 goes into d , -£-( iito j& , and }\=0,

A -/ go into dU

and b respectively. Therefore .
b)

Suppose Then there exists a continuous function 0(kj£),

which maps the unit square onto the region in S which is "bounded" by
in a manner such that the side £-0 goes into
/)- 0 , k-f

into &— and h

, Ti-l into yS , and

respectively. We cannot carry
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this mapping over into the surface S (as we did in th© first part of
th© proof), for we do not have a continuous nap of S into S as w© had
there.

let us subdivide the unit square into >c" smaller squares by

a grid. We denote the smaller squares

izl * X*±

<H. $ -t $ Jt.
A

rV

It is possible to choose ?t/ large enough so that the image of each
square is contained in a neighborhood

i/ij

in S which is
7

homeamorphic to all the neighborhoods above it, for it is easily
verified that if

(J^

is simply connected, it will be homeamorphio

to th© neighborhoods above it.

Let us denote by the brotm
0
segment which extends across from the point (o; 4 JtC) to the

point

(7K 1/K)

, then down to the point(7H,;

across to the point (t}

, then

* Each arc fcj maps into an arc

in S which is hcmotopic to o{

.

Above each arc o(\x in S Is a unique
0
arc in S starting at the point <L . Consider . It differs
ff

from

T? - 0

only by being deforsmed around the square ^7, . But

the corresponding deformtion of o( to c/(| in S occurs within the neigh¬
borhood

(Jit

, and so the deformation of

preserves the hesmotopy.

in S

^ . We continue with

* then '■'**»

, which is the segment l -1 *
‘

ex',,

(See Sta. 4.1. (vii)). We have performed th©

first step in the deformation of °< into
) ^3i r

into

.

-S

•

;

each step, so we have
°<hh ^ °<

* etc., until we reach

The homotopy is preserved at

‘

■

■
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But

ofKn

, Being an arc over

Thm. 3.1.—coincide with

|3> .
o< tv

^

which Begins at

<L , must—By

Therefore
.

Q*EaBi

The previous theorem, although one of the most useful in the study
of covering surfaces, was a disgression from our course of constructing
a group of arcs.

On a given Base surface S, let us choose arbitrarily

a fired point X0 , and consider the set of all closed arcs in S which
Begin at

. These loops may Be classified By assigning all the

loops which are homotopio to one another to the same homotopy class«
Taking these homotopy classes as elements, we eonstruot the fundamental
group

of the surface S By defining the group operation as follows:
If A, B are two homotopy classes of

/

~¥o , then their product AB

is the class of arcs homotopio to e< ^ » where oi and j2>

are

arBltrary ares of A and B respectively*
If ~f~Q is to Be a group then the product AB must Be unique.
that instead of <=< and

^

we had chosen another pair of arcs

Suppose

cAf and

from A and B respectively. This means that c*' ^ ^ and

Then By Thm. 4.1. (iii), and hence the class defined By

^ is the same as that defined By

^

.

The existence of

the identity Class, the existence of the inverse to any element, and
the associativity of the group operation follow immediately from the
properties in TBm. 4.1. Hence is actually a group.
Let us show now that the fundamental group obtained By starting
with another point

X, of S as Base point is isomorphic to -t~0 • Choose

an arc

Xf

from

to

Xo

. How to an arc in the class

A0

of the group

^

w

® xaafco correspond an are

in

, by the relation

c?^ =

.

The converse holds by the same argument, and so w® have a one-to-one
correspondence between the elements of the groups
How consider an arc

<XC

corresponding arc in

'-£}

in the product Ae B0

-fo

and
in

-fl

♦

The

is

(p °4o^O & *
Inserting the identity arc

r'<r

we get

•'V

ft

0

~ ^l^l '

Thus the group operation is preserved under the transformation from,

-Jr0

to

-F{

.

This fact, together with th® one-to-one property,

gives the isomorphism between

$

.

The fundamental group

of S, then, is independent of the base point.
Our discussion of the fundamental group may be summarized in
a theorem.
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THEOREM 4.3*

Fog every surface S there exists a unique group

called the fundamental group of S«

The elements of

^

-r ,

are the homotopy

classes of closed arcs which. begin at any arbitrary fixed -point of S.

A simple illustration of the fundamental group is furnished "by the
annulus.

Beginning at any point, there is a class of loops which do not

encircle the hole, a class which encircle it once, a class whioh encircle
it trice, etc.

The olass of loops which do not encircle the hole is the

identity element, and with the others forms an infinite cyclic group.
For the torus, we have, besides the identity class, a class of loops
homotopic to a meridian.

Any other loop on the torus is hcmotopic to

a multiple of one of these, or to some combination of multiples; i.e. to
a linear combination.

The fundamental group, then, is the product of

these two infinite cyclic groups.
The fundamental group is defined not only for a surface but for
any arcwise connected Hausdorff space.

The illustration cited of the

fundamental group of the torus is a particular case of the following
theorem;
"Let B and S be two connected topological spaces. We denote by
T their topological product. Then the space T is connected and its
fundamental group is isomorphic with the direct product of the funda¬
mental groups of the spaces E and S." (4, p. 2244,
The torus is the topological product of two circles — one corres¬
ponding to a meridian and one to a parallel — and the fundamental group
of a circle is infinite cyclic; hence, the fundamental group of the torus
is the product of two infinite cyclic groups.
In introducing the fundamental group, we used the term "simply
connected" without defining it.

Consider a sphere, or an open disc.

All the loops beginning at a given point are hcmotopio.
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A space is simply connected if its fundamental group contains only
the identity.

5.

The Universal Covering Surface.
Now v© shall use the fundamental group

the universal covering surface

S

S, and

Draw any arc

x

an arbitrary point.

of S.

of a surface S to define

let A he the olass of axes haootoplc to

Let

.

X.„ he a fixed point of
from

to

X , and

To each element of the

fundamental group, we define a point above X as follows: :if Ai.
■

'

■

\

element of the group

~P

corresponding point above

' ■

'

'' •

'

is an
•

* then the horootopy class Ai A is the
X

.

Thus the covering obtained has as many points above x

as there are

hone© i*h& wwSbw <xf shoots to th©

elements In tha fundaiooiifcaX group>

P

covering is egpal to the order of

.

It is convenient to have this
connection between the elements
of the fundamental group and
the points of the covering.
•“V

One gets a better "picture,"
however, if the points of the
covering are def ined in the
following manner:'
Let X«

he an arbitrary

fixed point of the surface S.
Pig. 10
Ao

to an arbitrary point X

homotopy classes.
of S above

X

.

Consider all the arcs in S f5?om
These arcs separate themselves into

We define each of these hemotopy classes to be a point
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It Is easy to see that the two definitions are equivalent.

For

again let A "be the class represented, by ©< , and. let B be any other
class of homotopic arcs running from

X0

arcs £ and. consider the product J5ofo( ^
loop beginning at

*

*

Pick one of these
1

But

Is a closed

Ka and hence belongs to a class of

fore, the class B is a product of an element of
The projection of S onto 8 is obvious.

x

is the point “which corresponds to

There*

with A.

The point

class of homotopic arcs ending in a point X of S.

.

x

in S is a

Hence this point X

*

TC(.X) =V.
In order forrS to be a surface, it must have a topology.

We shall

define a neighborhood of the point X in terms of a neighborhood of the
corresponding point X in S.

let

be an arc of the class X and let

Ufa) be an arbitrary

. Let
£ be any arc in lifx) beginning at X
/.
/\J

neighborhood of X

Then determines a homotopy class which is a point
The set of all such cj. for all arcs £ in
uso

.

The set of

with all possible choices of o<

U(K)

.

in S.

is the neighborhood

for all neighborhoods

0 (fi) in S,

, forms a set of neighborhoods, xdiich

is a basis fear the open sets of S.
/j

Q

How let us see whether or not S satisfies the requirements placed

on it.

First of all, is it a surface?

Becalling our definition of a

A/

surface, we must first show that S is a Hausdorff space.

IEMMft. 5.1*

The set of points and neighborhoods S is a Hausdorff space.
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Proof, This Is obvious, except for the separation axiom, (iv),
A/

which we prove as follows. Consider two distinct points

*\)

X , tp

of

AJ

S. We wish to show that there are disjoint open sets containing them.

There are two cases to he considered, depending upon whether the
con^sjoadtas potats

A

K* to S a« distinct or: lteatioal.

In the first case, there exist disjoint
the corresponding

0 (K)

and

^00

and V(if) , and hence

V^) are disjoint. Now suppose X -

We choose a neighborhood 6^(x)

whieh is hcmeomorphic to a Euclidean

disc. Then, since the fundamental group is preserved under homoomorphism,
(Thm. 4.1. vli),

Oil)

beginning at

are feamotopic to a constant* The corresponding

K

is simply connected, and all the loops In U()0
AJ

neighborhoods
a point 1*

U (%) and U(<X) are disjoint. For, suppose there is
*/ -v* ®
in U(X)'UOjj), Then % is represented by an arc <=* ^,

where «*; represents x and
and also by
0 Ot)

^S<T

if is an arc in

, where y3 represents ^ and

from, x to

.

frraa A. to T£ $

U(K)

S" is another arc in

(Fig. 11) Therefore

°< ^ -*J (S 5
and hence
^ poo
/3<TcT“' ^
AJ

But since

M*)

is simply

connected,

x«r is homotopic

to a constant and so

^^ .

This is impossiblej feowoV©¥,
AJ

Fig. 11

because

X

and

(j. &m diettot*

jj ^ ^
Hence, our assumption that ^ & and 6^) intersect is false.

2k

In order to show that S is a manifold we need only shew that S is
locally home amorphic to S, because sine© S is locally homeomorphio to
the Euclidean plane, we will have then the local hameomorphism, between
S and the Euclidean plane.
LEMMA. 5.2.

The projection

A

- H (%)

of the universal covering

S onto the surface S is a local hameomorphism.

Proof.

Let us choose an arbitrary point A

(/(*.)

lemma, consider a neighborhood
homotopic to a constant.
by the function

7\ (jc)

i<ji)

-

7t(^v)

is a homeamorphism.
, both in

are

U(it) onto (J(x)

Suppose it is not one-to-one;

U(/t) ,

such that
i

- <0-

,

represented by an arc crfjg

6

in which all loops through A

We shall show that the map of

i.e. suppose there exist

7T

and, as in the previous

If
and

are arcs from A to

^

o<

is an arc of

^ by an arc

in

A

, then pt

o<

The arcs

is

, where p and

i

8

and

are

homotopio, so that

and hence

=■

Also, the mapping of

U

into U is continuous both ways, because it
sO

sets up a one-to-one correspondence between the open sets TJ and IT,

in

/O

the same manner between open sets contained in U and IT respectively.
the local hameomorphism is established.

Lsirma 5.2. shows that S covers S.
a surface

Thus

Q.E.D.

It remains to be shown that S is
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IEH4A. 5»3»

S is a surface, and, it Is an uribranched. unb ordered

covering of S.

Proof. To shew that S is a surface, we need to show that it is arewise
*J

connected and triangulablo. For the fowner, let Xo he the identity class
of arcs beginning at X0i» S, and let

AC, be any other point of S*

If

we can find an arc between X0 and X, this will mean that we can connect
any two arbitrary points by connecting both of them to

Aj

X0 .

let

os A s I

X =M
be an arc representing

AJ

. How consider the point

x =-/7*) repre¬

sented by the arc

where ^ is a fired number between 0 and 1. How for f=0, the arc
A/

is simply the point

X0 , and so

-f fa)

Au

arc

^

is

■

is Xo . For

~t-/f the*

^

-f (\) , and so -f"(0 is

X(

• Thus we have a continuous

ll3Hg©

which connects the points Xo and X, . Hate that by the manner in which
J

A

it is defined,

o<

lies above

.

Suppose we have a triangulation of S, as defined in Section 2. By
the previous lemma, it is possible to refine the triangulation so that
each triangle is contained in a neighborhood which is horns amorphic to those
above it.

Hence, if the neighborhood 0(K) in S contains the triangle Tt
•V

then a corresponding noighborhood UCK) in S contains a triangle
2?.

^

abas©

If the neighborhood O(K') contains the triangle Tl having a side in

common with ff, then a oorresponding neighborhood U(x ) contains a triangle

T^bove TX.

U()T)

Sine©
and

and

U(xO

Ow) have points in common, vs can choose

to be defined by the same are.

Then they too
/SS

V/

will have the corresponding points in caramon and the triangles T and T
will be adjacent*

Thus w© have shown that above the triangles in S are

AJ

triangles in S which are joined in the same manner.
let

be an arc in S running from to

t>

,

It will pass

through a chain of triangles {T} and hence through a chain of neigh¬
borhoods {u] .

An arc, being the image of a closed, bounded set by

a continuous function, is compact:
a finite subset which covers

from the set

above

9

we can extract

} hence, we may assume that

through only a finite mmiber of triangles:
clioose

{tj]

T0 , T, , • , T

passes
K

.

2n S,

and 5?0 the triangle above T0 ^whioh contains <^©

Then as shown in the preceding paragraph, there is a (unique) triangle
T,

above T,

and adjacent to Te.

Likewise there is a (unique) triangle

/s/

Tt above Tj_ and adjacent to T,
'v/

, i.e. above the chain T0 , T, ,. ••• ,
<s/

/s/

^

T,^ is a unique chain Ta , T, , ••• , T^electing at «■> .
^

«K

in the chain in S is an arc

The image of

•

°<

which lies above ^ .

Thero-

fore S satisfies the condition of being an uribotrdered covering of S.
All that remains to be shown is that the triangles above the
triasgulation of S form a proper triangulation of S:
*AJ

countable in mmiber.
such that Ta

and T/c

they must be

AJ

Suppose that the chain C;

T0 , T, , ••• , Tis

both lie above the same triangle T„

projects into a chain C in S whloh is closed.
AJ

.

Then C

Furthermore, as we saw in
+J

ttie preceding paragraph, C is the only chain beginning with T0 which
projects into C.

Thus we have a one-to-one correspondence between the
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closed chains 'beginning with Te and the chains beginning with Tc and
returning to a triangle above Tp . Then the number of triangles above
Te is certainly no more than the number of closed chains to S beginning
trith Te . Given any positive integer.*/,. there axe only a fiMte number,
of closed chains beginning with Tc which contain exactly ^ triangles.
Hence, there are altogether at most a countable number of closed chains
of the triangulation beginning with Tc . therefore there are only a
countable number of ti'langlas to S above T0 .

S is covered by a countable

set of triangles, above each of which is at most a countable set to S,
AJ

so that S also is covered by a countable set of triangles.

Q.E.D.
The fundamental theorem on the universal covering is the following;

simply coruiQCtad.

Proof. W© recall that a surface is simply connected if its funda¬
mental group contains only the identity.

Since the fundamental group is

independent of the choice of the fixed point, let us choose for the fixed
point of S the point Ac which is the Identity class of loops at x0 to S.
Wow consider any closed arc &< beginning at

Ao . There is a

corresponding closed arc 7\ (2f) beginning at A0

. The arc

is hamotopio to a constant, for If it were not, it would represent a
-V/

point

A*

/\J

v

to S different from

A0

.By exactly the same method as
AJ

we used to the proof of the connectivity of S (Lemma 5*3), we can construct
an arc

^wixich lies above

we already have the arc ^
Kc

to

A0

and which runs from. Xo to

.

But

which lies above and which runs from

. This contradicts Thm. 3.1., which says that there is a
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unique arc above ©< ■beginning at Xa .
,

A/

by Tina* 4.2 that ^ ^

Since

1

, it follows

A

,

Any closed loop beginning at

being

homotopie to a constant, then the fundamental group of S contains
only one element—the identity.
Q»E«1)«
Although the universal covering surface was constructed by a
particular method using hamotopy classes of arcs, we mod not restrict
ourselves to thinking of it in such a limited way.

Let us summarize

our results in a theorem.

THEOREM 5.5. For every surface S, there exists a unique surface
rv
S» which is a simply connected, unbranched, unbordered covering of S.
Proof.

We have shown the

existence of such a surface by construction.

We need only show that S3

is unique: i.e., that if S* is
another simply connected, unbranched,
unbordered covering surface of S,
then there is a homeomorphism between
S# and S which preserves the projection
into S.

The proof hinges upon the fact

that S* and S are simply connected.
Choose a fixed point

Xa in S and
Fig. 12

points over

in S and let

X* in S* be arbitrary
X0

Given an arbitrary

\r

^

arc o<

^

from X* to a point X , than© Is defined “by projection a

corresponding arc oi

from Xe to a point X

anuhb ordered covering, the arc oi
<x

Now let us see that the point X

depends only upon the point X
to

X

determines a unique covering arc
Aj

from Xo to a point X

another arc from

AJ

in S. But since S is

, and not upon the aro
.

It projects into an arc p from X0 to
rV

X

, let /S he

AJ

, which in turn defines a unique arc (S beginning
*

Because S* is simply connected,
A/

in turn

+S

-#»

at X0 .

'

^ ^ , Then "by Thm. 4,2, oi'vfo , and

/\J

cK ~ . Therefore

W

yyj

and p have the same end point X

Reversing the process, we obtain a unique point X for each
A/
point x > and hence we have the one-to-one correspondence between
:

AJ

V‘./

■

the points of S and S&v We may also gat a one-to-one correspondence
between the neighborhoods*
A/

V«) C U

let

U(%)nb© a neighborhood

^

AJ

the point corresponding to X
V

Choose

so that the corresponding Vex) in S is simply Connected.

Then there is determined a unique neighborhood

^

in S.

.

^

V

(x j , where X is

A

• The neighborhood V
Aj

by the same relation that carries X into

X

*

is sapped into
* Again the

process any he reversed and so the homeemorphism is established.
Q»E«D*
An immediate corollary of the preceding theorem is that# lihe the
fundamental group, the universal .covering surface Is independent of the
fixed point chosen in the ccaistructicax*
In Section 3, we represented a two-sheeted covering of the torus
by a pair of rectangles.

Suppose we adjoin to the ends of these an

infinite number of rectangles in both directions, and then adjoin an
infinite nun&er of rectangles abbvetandtbelow each of the new row of

rectangles, thus forming a grid which is infinite in all directions.
The resulting surface, the finite plane, is the universal covering
for the torus.
Another Interesting example is furnished by the protective plane.
The protective plane may be obtained as a central protection of a
hemisphere onto the real plane, identifying the diametrically opposite
points of the equator.

Suppose now tie complete the sphere. (Fig. 13)
To every point Q of the protective
plane there correspond exactly two
points P arid P^ of the sphere.
Furthexraore, the sphere is simply
connected, and hence is the universal
oovering surface.
The term "universal" covering
is appropriately chosen, for the
universal covering is a covering of

Fig. 13

THEOREM 5.6.

all coverings.

If S is the universal oovering of the surface S»

and S is any other unbranched, uribordered covering of S, then s' is also
the universal covering of S, with the points x in S above x
into the points X

iaS which are above

yyJ

Proof.

K

.
_

1st S be the universal covering of S.

local homeamorphism

protecting

Then there is a
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Bat since 8 cavers S, there is another local hamecmorphism.

TV

s.

She product of the too is a local hcmecanorphism

-

tsJ

§-=>
s.
1f(M

<v»

Thus 8 covers S.

But 8, being the universal covering of S, is sin®ly

connected* and hence by Thm. 5*5* is homeorsorphic to 8, projection
being preserved.
Q.F.l).

6*

The Relation between Ifobranohed Coverings and the Fundamental
Group t Peoktransforinations.
We have seen that the universal covering of a surface depends upon

the fundamental group of the surface. We can obtain an even stronger
relation between the surface and the grot® by a study of the deoktransfcaaaations of the Covering surface.
A deoktransfornation (Deokbewsgung) is a hcmeoaorphlga of the
covering surface onto itself which preserves the projection into the
base surface.
Consider for example the teams covered by the plane. (Fig. Ih)

The

deckbraasfprmations are those
translations of the plane which
preserve the grid, i.e. all
linear combinations of the
translations indicated by the
vectors & and h . Since the
sum of two linear combinations
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is another linear combination, the set of all such translations forms
a group, which is in fact an Abelian group generated by cu and

b .

Each translation of the group may be represented by a vector from one
point above x to another.

But to each of these vectors corresponds

by the projection a closed aro beginning at X

.To the translation ai

corresponds a parallel <=^ on the torus, and to the translation b , a

* Bow any other dosed arc beginning at

meridian

homotopio to a linear combination of o<

A

on the torus is

and j$ , so that the funda¬

mental group of the torus is the Abelian group generated by the classes
represented by &( and p> , respectively.

The group of deckfcransfoxmations,

then, is isomorphic to the fundamental group.

■

THEOREM 6.1.

/j/

Given two points of the universal covering surface S

which lie above the same point in the base S, there is a unicue deok-

■ \

v

transformation of S which carries the first point into the second.
set of all the deokferansformations of Q forms a group
isomorphic to the fundamental group

The

which is

of S.

Broof.

Let

X0 ,

be two

we mahe
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Hot® that this transformatlon^-call it D—takes o<

into ©<

IHirtheimore, sines the transformtion D preserves the hamotopy relation,
it carries each hamotopy class X into ahomotopyclass
cular Ko into

... . (Eh© transfonaation D Is also continuous*
U1 it*)

Giron a nai^aborhood
by U(X)

, in parti¬

,1st

U (X) ho the neighborhood defined

the proieetlon of T^caato the surface. S, and the are j&

#

representing

% , HOST any point Ifi- in

an arts , where
ponding to |&r

2T

lies in

(/ (£)

U(x\

is represented by
. The are corres¬

wader the transfoption 3) is

= (<x'«<',^a' = f'ar
%r ■ ,'%jen the point represented by BfiT

But sine© f3* represents
Is in

, i.e. D carries

inrorso transformticn carrylng

U (t)

into

X^ into

0/(it)

. She

satisfies the same

conditions as D, so that w have defined a hGaeamorphism Carrying
into jef
How let us show that the homecaaorphisn 3) is unique.

Suppose there

vero another decktransfonmation P^ whioh carried Xo into
carried the point
arc from
to a point

x0
X,

to

xj
X(

into a point # Xj I
7

and

-A/

B* carried

£

let

■

into en are

S

be an

5" the prelection to S, running from X<

. She transformation P would carry

* running from

XV/
© # but

*sf t

&

v/

to

X/

it

6

#

S

into an

while the transformation

,runningfrcsn to

X/*;

Since

AJf ■ «%#<§§

a toeldsxtos^o^bion ^senrros the pro^eetion tote g, both <f and ^would
lie above

£~

But this contradicts the fact that there is a unique

v

aro to. s" aboro <T and enanabtog ,£r<m %/■
BssScntapJiisa <tf. S--cnto'?'ltis4lf,‘'carry^g

x„

^Therefore there Is a unique
into

X7

, i. e, there

3^

is a one-to-one correspondence between the deokfcransformtions of S and
J

the points of S above

X0

*

Thors is also a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of
the fundamental group -f and the points above

K0 . For let X0

K0(l)

the point in S which is the identity class of loops at X0 , i.e.
corresponds to the identity element A0
element A^
X0

of

7^ ♦

be

Then for a given

^ t represented by the loop c/. , let the corresponding

of

V
(i) be the end point of the arc of.
2>U)
which begins at x
a and lies

above

o(L

.

Thus we have a one-to-one correspondence between the

deckfcransformtions and the elements of

9“

.

It remains to be shown

that the group operation is preserved in the correspondence between &
and

.

let

, A^ be two elements of '~f~

and respectively.

, represented by <*•

Then their product A^= A. A^

ofK =, cf. ^

by the aro
arc

is represented
,

lies above

The
^

V /A

and begins at

x„

<*■

must lie along
►

x,li)

from

Hence

remainder of
above

5 "then it

<=<

«7t

X,,w to

, the

, which lies

, must extend from.

<V /i)

/V /

X.
to
, Both c(V
®
©Cj,
lie above the arc c^

and
.

Considering their initial points
X.0>

XQili

we conclude then that

Aj l

ois the image of
the deckbransformation

Fig. 16

«(£

by

: (x/l)-7>x/,>).

The same

must therefore carry the

end point

x

of

3

into the
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end point

yfo _
X0
of

3/

x/^into hence the product IK D.

(D. followed by

xrlll cany

#0)
Ao

into

^ ft)
^0

i.o. D-D: —
x

)

0

0

fr

'k*

Q.13.D.

If in particular the fundamental group of S consists of the
/O

identity, then the only deekfcransfonaation of S is the identity.

This

zi/

means then that S is a ons*sheeted covering of S, so that the projection

is a hcraeomorphism.

fence w© have as a corollary:

The surface S is,; simply connected if and only if the projection
S^S 1B a hcaaaamorflhlsm.

How let us consider the deoktransformtions of a more general
class of coverings, the regular coverings.
An uribranohed, uribordered covering S of the surface S, is said
to he a regular covering if, for every closed are o< in S, the arcs
of S' which cover o<

are either all open or all closed.

In Fig. 17 are illustrated (a) regular and (h) irregular threesheetecL coverings of a rectangle S with two holes punched out .

Fig.

17

In the
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covering (a), the arcs above

o(

are all open and those above ^

are all closed* while In the covering (b), same are open and some
are closed.

THE0J8EM 6.2.

let S be an uhbranched. uhbordered covering of S.

A necessary and sufficient condition for S to be regular is that for
any two points X , X/

above a point X

deoktransformation carrying
Froof.

(1)

necessity.

x

into

«. there exists a unique

X1 .

We might note that the universal covering

is a particular regular covering; hence the proof of the existence of a
unique deckfcransformation carrying any point above x into any other
point above X

in the universal covering (Thm. 6.1) is a particular

ease of the proof here,

let

®<

be any are from

7C

to an arbitrary

point .

Then the projection into S defines ah arc o< from A to the

point .

Since S is an uribordered covering of S there is a unique

arc d above ^
the point

^

emanating from

.

The end point of <S»/ defines

Furthermore the point

T.l
^

point

depends only upon -the

^

of 'A

, and not upon the choice
, for if

path from iT to
an arc

f

is another
^

from x

, it defines
to

-/
turn defines an arc ft'

l

from

x!

* which in
emanating

The arcs ^ =<
, being images of the
-i

closed arc
Fig. 18

, must be either

both open or both closed, and since
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-I

« <=(

is closed, then &' ^

formation which carries

most "be closed also.

into

.

Therefore the

The proof of the continuity and

the unicity of the transformation is exactly the same as that given in
Thm. 6.1.
(ii)

Sufficiency.

Let <=X

he a closed arc in S beginning at

X

.

Since S is an unhranched, uribordered covering of S, there is a unique
arc

o{

arc

°<,

which lies above

o<

which lies above

and begins at

c<

and begins at

X

X

, and a unique
f

,

Since deck-

transformations preserve projection, the deckbransformation D which
carries

X

into

K'

carries the arc ©<

particular the end point of of
<X

into the end point of

is closed, its end point

is also closed.

X

is carried into

Likewise if the end point of

the end point of

is not

all open or all closed.

into the arc 5/ j in

.

<=*

^

7

X*

is not

Thus the arcs abovo

The property holds for any point

Em if

.

7

s i.e.
X

, then

are either
x. in S, so

8 is a regular covering.
Q.E.3).
From San. 5.6, w© know that if If is a regular covering of S, then
the universal covering's of S is also the universal covering of "S.
us denote by
S, and by *7

Let

the group of deokbransformtions of S with respect to
the group of deokfcransformtions of S with respect to S.

We know (Thm. 6.1) that if

and

T are thelfcndaEenfcal groups of S

and S respectively, then

&--T

'***-

» = “T.
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What is the relation between the groups S' and & ? We saw in the
previous theorem that there is a set — call it Sj — of deckbransformations of the surface Is. We have the following -theorem;

2HE0HEM 6.3. (i)

The group & is a normal subgroup of & .

(ii) The set of deoktransformations ^ forms a group which is iscaaorphio
to the factor group
Proof. Let K0 be an arbitrary point of the surface S.

Choose

a point x0 above x0 in the surface S, and let x0 be the point of S
which is defined by the identity class of loops beginning at X0 .
(i) Consider the group , ■where the deckbransformation
is defined in the following manner; for a point x represented by
the arc ,|2> ,

is the point represented by the arc

D^(I(Y

There 0(1 represents an element of the fundamental group
the surface S’, emanating from the point
If

"F

.

In

is a unique arc ^ above °<; .

is dosed, then it represents an element of °J- ,and the trans¬

formation

AJ

of the surface S is identical with a transformation
^

f

= °^i p-

Furthermore of. must be closed in order to get such a transformation,
and so the transformations 3) •

of & which are also elements of

ay©

exactly those for which ^ is dosed. Thus as we know & iB a subgroup
of

, We wish to show that it is a normal subgroup.

Let us denote

those elements of & which are also In <& by the addition of the subscript
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-i

Consider an element of the product t>- J9 !}•

A “Dj. ^^ «*p).
l
beginning at X0 is closed. The arc o<4; <=(;. °t.~
1
$
9
beginning at Xo my be broken up into threo parts; o(j ,
0
the asterisks being used to indicate that those arcs do not in general

The arc

at;

. .

_

■

•

start at the fisted point X,

—

.-y

, •£

—

*

Since the covering is regular, ,
i
lying above the same closed arc as. O(J ., must also be closed.
•O

—

Then 0(7*

•

^

is closed, i.e. D^* D^. * D4

—

is an element of & .

Thus

X>; §T>~! C
■which establishes the nowaality of & ,
(ii) The transformation Dt

:

p may be considered not only

as a decktransfoimtion of the surface S but of the surface S as veil.
For the arc jS> beginning at Aa defines not only a unique point X
AJ
—
in S but also a unique point x in S, vis, the end point of the arc {2>
lying above ^ and beginning at XQ . The only difference between
the two cases is that the arcs p and ^ , where p/= o(i |S ,

%1,

always define distinct points in S, while it is possible for them to
define the same point in S. This will occur whenever ^ is closed, i.e.
whenever D{.

belongs to & . Thus the subgroup & considered as deck-

transformations of S are all identity transformations. Then if
any element of

is

, the transformations D^B* considered as trans¬

formations of S are all Identical with 1$. • T^hat we have is an identic
ficatlon of the oosets D; B of the factor group with the elements
of

J&'j

, the group of deckbransfosmations of S, i.e.

S', ^
Q.E.D.
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For an example let us consider a three-sheeted covering of the
annulus, as illustrated in Fig. 19.

Fig.
Consider the arc

°{

.

19

-

The fundamental group of S is given by

b.~-/U3 '

But the arcs

o(*

represent the group

*v

into

&

^

,

B-:

A/

carries
,

^

x0

as well, i.e.
*\J

into

, etc., so that

>.iV3+<JO

{"(I

.

The points of S uhich are above X0 are

"X*
^

so that the group

A coset of the factor group

The group

^

X,
*.

is given by

ivs:-

®<1

is given by

- trl.

, then, has three elements:

m, y , {?*£,

y

*3*.,

carries

A0
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which are exacts the three declcfcransformatlons of the surface S with
respect to S.
Since ^ is isomorphic to S' , and
a subgroup of

, then

*-f is isomorphic to & >

is isomorphic to a subgroup of

.

The fact is that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
uribraached coverings of a surface S and the classes of conjugate sub¬
groups of its fundamental group

if-

» with the regular coverings
|j5, pp. 188-98} .

corresponding to the normal subgroups.

7*

Regularly Branched Covering Surfaces.
In Section 3 we said that the surface S with projection

s

w

s

is an unbranched covering of S if the projection is a local hcmeomorphism.
let us generalize this definition to include the branched coverings.
The surface S is a (branched) covering of the surface S if the
projection of ~S onto S is a local homeamorphlsm except at a set of
isolated points of ~S, palled the branch points of sV at which the pro¬
jection

7\

is as follows,

the corresponding point on S.

let ^ to a branch point of 13» and ^=IVi^\
Then there exists a neighborhood

home amorphic to idle disc It I < \

, and a neighborhood hamecmorphie

to the disc Jti < I , such that

.

^

where

TT

U(<^

is defined by the relation
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lv

for some positive integer

called the multiplicity of the branch.

point

We may say that
"hang together" at

is the number of sheets of the covering which
.

The order of a branch point is one less than

the multiplicity: - /.

A point where the covering is smooth

(i.e. unhranched) is sometimes said to he a branch point of order zero.
A branched covering, like an unbranched covering, is unbordered

o( running from a* to

if above any arc
o<

it

in the base there is an arc

beginning at any point in the covering above

above

.

Theorem 3.1, which says that the arc

dL> and lying
beginning at a

given point is unique, still holds for branched coverings provided
w® require that

Z( does not pass through a branch point.

Corres¬

ponding to Thm. 4.2 we have;

THEQHEM f.l.

let S be a covering of S,

homotopic arcs in S.

Then

<=< and,

Let g< and

be two

, the corresponding arcs in St

are also homotopic.

The proof is identical with the first part of the proof of Thm.
4.2.

Note, however, that in the present case the converse is not true,

for if there Is the projection of a branch point "between" two hernotopio arcs in the base, the covering arcs may not have the same end point.
Suppose now that on ah open disc S, we specify two points:

<2,and

We wish to construct a rovering surface for S with branch points of
orders 1 and 2 above

and

respectively.

let us take two discs

which are replicas of S, and in each mice a cub along a ray from the
point

to the boundary, and then Join the edges crosswise as indicated

s
Fig.
schematically in Fig. 20 (a).
2 above

20

In order to get a branch point of Order

d!_, we shall need at least three sheets, so taking another

replica of S, wo cut each of the three sheets along a ray from

(L^ to

the boundary and Join the edges as indicated schematically in Fig. 20 (b).
She surface S which we have constructed (Fig. 20 (c)) has a branch point
of order 2 above
tively, above

, and two branch points of orders 0 and 1, respec¬
.

Suppose that we require that the branch order be 1
for all points above
all points above

<&/ and 2 for
.

This means

that the sheets must hang together in
pairs above 4., and in triples above
Hence six sheets are required.

The

resulting surface is illustrated
schematically in Fig, 21.

It is an

example of a regularly branched
Fig. 21

covering surface

kh

The surface S covering S is a regularly branched covering of S
If for any point x In S, the branch orders of the -points above X are
all tho same.
Wo shall concern ourselves only with regularly "branched coverings.
la Section 5 we showed that for every surface there exists a
unique simply connected uribranched covering, called the universal
covering.

Can we get analogous results with regularly branched covering?

We pose the following problem: Given a surface S, with a set of Isolated
points,

/<£*$/<=/

integer

CJCK »

, and corresponding to each point *■*. a positive

called the signature» does there exist an unbordered

simply connected, regularly branched covering of 8 which is smooth
except above the points (he, there having branch points of multiplicity
JJLuc.

?

For the sake of brevity let us say that the surface S has

the "proper branching” over S if it is a regularly branched covering of
S with branch points as specified in the problem.

Our search, then, is

for a properly branched oovering of S which is simply connected;
We can simplify the problem first of all by observing that it is
sufficient to assume that S is simply connected. For if it is not,
we can take its universal oovering's, which is simply connected, and
the set of simply connected properly branched surfaces covering S will
be identical with the set covering S.

THEOREM 7«2. Given a surface S with a set of isolated points
CL,^*•*
, &.
>

a«a signatures

Jlz. ,.»«* , /L* , *•*

let S be the universal covering surface of S. Then a necessary and

gufficlent condition fear the surface S& to “be a simply connected,
regularly branched cover ingof g.wlth branch points of multiplicity A..

which is above <£*.

,

Proof.

-

3?he sufficiency is almost immediate .By the hypotheses,

S* covers S with a projection 7T, , which estahXlshes local homomorphism
except at the pjoints ahoy© dk (/c=/,2; • •• ).

The projection Woof's into

S establishes local homomorphism at all points.

33m the product

establishes local hameozqcirpihisza between S# and S, except at the points

neighborhood in S* which covers XT will cover U in exactly, the same way,
i.e. branch order is preserved.
Hor for the converse, suppose that S* is a simply connected, properly
branched, covering of S.
not one of the points

V© choose any point A0 in S so long as it is
, and we Choose arbitrarily ary point ^in &*
which is above X0 *

let X*be any

other point of S*, and draw an arc <=**
from. XQ to

x

> which does not pass

through ary branch points (with the
possible exception of the end point x*)
By the projection into S is defined an
arc o< beginning at
the point X
Fig. 22

.

and ending-at

Choose jT* to be the

point of the universal covering “s

k6

which consists of the class of identity arcs beginning at
we define

X in S to be the class of arcs homotopic to<A .

Xo *

Then

Thus we

have defined a function
x =
let us show that

x

is actually independent of the path chosen.

Let

“V*
he another path from
point.

She projection of ^

to

Ac

, hot passing through a branch

is an arc |S

from

to X *

Since S*

is simply connected,
j'X-

e>(

A. ^

f>

and hence, by Thm. 7*1,

Therefore

n

P>

■

defines the same point in S as does c<

,

If K is not a branch point, then by the local homeoatorphism between
/v/
S*» and S and between S and S, the function

t- V(x*)
gives a local homeomorphism between S* and
i.e.

There exist neighborhoods

3.

Ufa*) and
^

homeamorphic; hence, a neighborhood of
it covers IT:

Suppose

X*= ^/c ,
which are

A/

OL^ covers IT in the same way as

branch order is preserved.

Q.B.B.
Ve can get a further simplification of the problem:*. We showed that
it is sufficient to assume that S is simply connected.

But any simply

connected surface is topologically equivalent to a simply connected
domain on the sphere.

The method of proof is constructive, mapping the

If ike surface is closed, l.o. covered "by a finite number of triangles,
then its map on the sphere vill also consist of a finite number of
triangles:

hence in order to satisfy the requirement that every side

belong to exactly two triangles, it must cover the whole sphere.

If

the surface is open, it can he mapped onto some simply connected open
domain of the sphere, which is topologically equivalent to a disc.
our problem is broken down into two cases:

Thus

the base surface Is either a

sphere or a disc.
At the beginning of this section we considered an example of covering
a disc with two specified points.
general.

The method used there works in

First of all, suppose there are only a finite; number of

specified points

{<£.*J^ .

If x. is to be the number of sheets of

the covering, it must be a multiple of the signature at each point.

For 7i iihe_m we choose the least common multiple of the integers

,

raises like the original, S, we make a cut in each
one of them from each point

to the boundary.

Then we identify the

edges of the cuts in such a way as to give the proper multiplicities.
Now suppose there are an infinite number of .points
set of integers

$

is bounded, i.e.

/

.

If the
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Thenthe least camion multiple of the will "be not greater than
yilti f

* which is bounded.

So again we can pick X/ sheets and

construct a covering in the sens mutter.

If the sat

is not hounded,

than it is necessary to ns© an infinite number of sheets. Wo start out
with y^6, Cheats, and Join them over &, . Thenve add enough more
sheets, if necessary, to make a multiple of
Ve continue adding sheets, always Joining

and Join them over ^ .
together over <£,

S

yU*.

together over CLU , etc. Thus in every case we are able to construct
a properly branched covering S for the disc 0.
There is one more requirement t
connected.

our covering 0 must he simply

If it is not, we simply take its universal covering 5,

which Is simply connected. From the local homomorphism between S and
—

%L

S, it follows that S covers S, with the proper branching.
The problem of finding a simply connected, properly, branched covering
is not so simple for the sphere as it was for the disc, for we have no

boundary to which we can run the cuts. Bather than unking cuts between
the specified points

and attempting to identify the edges in such

a manner that the surface has the proper brandling, it is perhaps
simpler to build up the surface so that the branching will he inherent.
We shall follow the method used in Section 5 in defining the universal
covering surface. First, however, let us note that there can be only
a finite number of the points {d^ , for an infinite number of points
on the sphere has a limit point, which contradicts the requirement that
the specifled points be Isolated.
Let be the specified points on the sphere S. Bow for
the time being let us remove the points from the sphere S, and

denote hy S* the resulting surface, 'which, is a sphere 'with
^T-/

punches.
'

Consider the fundamental group x of the surface S’, hoginning with
' some fixed point Xa .

The following facts are readily proved.

She

only loops which are not hcanotopic to a constant are those which
encircle one or more of the punched holes5 therefor© any loop which
is not haaotopic to a constant may he written as some combination of
the loops °<i , «^a. , **• ,
loop which begins at
other holes.
traverse

, where «£>(

'cr4 "'Jf~

)> denotes a

X« and surrounds the hole <£*.and rrane of the

(By ’'surrounding" the hole

<2* , w© mean that as we

in a positive sense, the hole

remains on its loft,

looking from the outside of the sphere in, and all the other holes
-/

remain on the right.

It follows that the inverse arc ©<k.

surrounds

\

all the holes except

<2* .)

Me note in addition that the loop

whioh surrounds all the holes, is hcanotopic to a constant.

The group

^1 then is generated hy the elements Ar,A^, • • •, A

where A^

denotes the class of arcs hcanotopic to
■/

.

let us modify the group

hy making the following identifications:

A*

=

The new group we shall call

1

>

^

l

ji" >}-

. \s~, Chap. 12:7).

Hair we restore

the points to S' and define the covering surface S* of S in
exactly the same way as we did for the universal covering, hut using
'T'*

the group T

instead of the fundamental group:

S, draw any arc j!> from
one of the points

Xo

to

X

Given ary point X in

, such that jS> does not pass through

(with the possible exception of the end point

X ).
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let B be the class of arcs homotopio to

&

*: Then the points of S*

above X are represented by AB, where A is any element of f

other

the points

words,

running frcsa

\

x

to

are represented by arcs

of S* above x

,

same pointif end only if the closed are

*A.

element
^

f\-v1

-1

S&1

representing the

belongs to an element

„*/-»
l.e* /5A
belongs to scans

A,

* •-

/4p = /

.

The neighborhood

AB is the point represented by the arc

of all points represented by all arcs
the neighborhood

(JC X)

* where

X*

set of points S*’, corresponding to the factor group

6,

behavior of S# above one of the points
in S which contains the point

a

is contained in

the resulting
-f

of the funda¬

, is a regular uribranched covering of S*, such as w©

discussed in the last part of Section

Choose

, is the set

.

If we remove from S-» the points over the set

mental group

y6

which is the identity under the identification

and the relation
=

*-r*
T
$

and j3

In

A**

• •• /iy.
*

X

where

1

Tilth two arcs >3

of the normal subgroup defining

<

point

above

neighborhood in S*.

But we are Interested in the
•

Let ^/oObe a neighborhood

and none of the other specified points*
and let

U(x£)

be the corresponding

How consider any other point
points above

in

L/(XiJ.

The

^ in U( x£)

are

defined by arcs in (A*) running
from

to <£•.

the group

Becalling hew
wa3 defined (with

removed), we see that there
are points above

Jig. 23

defined by arcs ^

in l/o(*)f

^ , • • •,
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Suppose now that we let remove in the neighborhood and approach
the point The arcs
from X/c to
point

t

^ , *•*, all tend to aros whioh run

andwhich are all hcraotoplo. They define the single

♦ Thus the neighborhood

iftxZ)

is a covering of

64XJ

with a branch point of multiplicity ^£/c above the point #yc.
There is one possibility which so far we have overlooked. We have
shown that making the identification
over the point

The elements

&K .

f\^

= / gives the proper branching

are all related by the condition

:

AtAl."’Aa.= 1}

ft)

however, and we want to be assured that this dependence does not force
some different multiple of A^ to be equal to 1.

In the case where ^ =Z,

for example, the condition (l) becomes

U
from which it follows that

'
If we require that

A:'.

A =
-

1 :* then also

(A;)*Multiplying both sides by /)4

, we get

/ =
The branch order at

l

AC-

then will be the same as it is at

similar situation arises if we choose
(l) reduces to

A

--

l

/.

. A

In this case the condition
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The integer JLU * then is automatically equal to 1.

But a branch point

of multiplicity one is really no branch point at all, so that w© cannot
construct a covering of the sphere with branch points over only one
point*

For

£3 , however* it nay be shown that (l) is consistent with

up.'Kriatlans Ak

/ TO

my ohoos9.

The solution to the problem which we posed at the beginning of
this section we summarize in a theorem.

THEOREM 7*3*

let S be a surface with a specified set
a

of Isolated points and a corresponding set

Ad

fey'-...

fuJL, of positive integers.

If the universal covering S is open, then there always exists a simply
connected, regularly branched, unbordersd covering of
points of multiplicity

above d,K .

If s' is closed, then there

always exists such a covering surface except when ^ $ 2.
there is no such covering.

If

with branch

3f <Z= 1 ,

4.-=Z , there exists such a covering

As was the case with the universal covering, (Thm. 5.5), if there
exists a simply connected properly branched covering of a surface S',
then it is unique.

THEOREM J.k Let S,S be. simply connected, properly branched
coverings of the surface S, with projections fr and IT , respectively.
Thm there exists a hcmeomorphism between S and £> which -preserves the
projection into S.

Proof.

The proof follows that in Thm. 5*5*

of "S other than a branch point.

Let X0 be any point

Above the corresponding point xg±a S,
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A

_

A

choose a point Xa in S; we shall define the function carrying x0 into
A

.

let j( be any point of S, and draw any arc o< from

x0 to

t so long as it does not pass through a "branch point (with the
possible exception of the point x )♦

By the projection into S is

determined a unique arc <=< beginning at X0
A

A

is a unique arc c* beginning at
A

K

X0 .

ending at X

•

Above <=><

A.

The end point of ©<

A

is the point
•

How let us show that K depends only upon the point X , and not

upon the arc &{

.

Let jS be another arc running from. ~X0

not passing through a branch point.

to

X , and

Again there is determined by pro¬

jection an arc p beginning at X0 sad. in turn a unique arc ^ beginning
A

at Xd, .

A

A

We wish to show that ^3 and 6i have the same end point,

Since S is sickly connected, the arcs
there exists a function

and ^3 are hamotopic, i.e.

0 Q,t) continuous on the unit ^square and

mapping the unit square into the region between the arcs eT and js
the side t - 0 going into
A r 1 into X

,

, with

and f - 1 into j& , the side ^=0 into X^and

Also the function <f)(\,i)=7T [0(A/)J maps the square into

the region between^ and f& in S, with analagous boundary conditions,
so that

~ ^ .

How as we did in the proof of Thm. A. 2, we cover the

unit square with a grid of mesh small enou^i so that the image of eaoh
square /T^ —with the exception of thosevcontaining points of the set
/<£/«.I —is contained in a neighborhood TJV\. in S which is homeomorphio
to those above it in both S and S,

Also the image of the unit square

in S, being the map of a closed, bounded region in the Euclidean plane,
is compact, and hence must contain only a finite number of points of
For if it contained an infinite number, they would have a limit point, in
contradiction to the fact that they are isolated.

Thus it is possible

5^

also to make the grid of mesh small enough so that the image of each
square vrj^. is contained in a 'neighborhood T]f» in S -which contains at
most one point of the set fc# > Following exactly the proof in
§Cs /

K',; , which moves across the
~t- 0 to ~t- 1 as i andincrease

Em. 5.5# we consider the broken segment
unit square stepwise from the side

from 0 to . 7t,.- the number of divisions in the grid,

She image «R,y o£

■beginning at X6 in S remains homotopic to©? as it moves across from
©< to

^

.

^

How if there were no branch points* we know that the image
A

A

A.

A

beginning at XQ in S would move across frcaa o? to |6
A

homotopic to ©< . What happens, then, when
image in S contains one of the points 4*. ?
contains the point <£•*..

, remaining

V

J;: crosses

a square whoso
0
Suppose the image of

By the homotopy in S,

^-/.j

^

V

•

Consider the neighborhood U^; in which this defcarnation occurs.
a ^A-sheeted covering of TJ^.

VI

JJ

, with a branch point over Let

be the neighborhood above XJjj in S through which the arc

passes.

It is

j

It, too, is a ^.-sheeted covering of TJjj-, with a branch point

over <£* .

— A

. , '.

TT and XT then are home amorphic, and hence the homotopy is

preserved:
o{

l-‘; J

~

=^J--

Sine© the branch points were the only points about which we were con¬
cerned, it follows that
A

M

A

** p

.

_ A
©ius there is defined the function carrying X into X .
—

Interchanging ihe

A

roles of S and S, the inverse function is defined in the same manner.
Q.H.X)
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In the proof of the preceding theorem we defined the function
—

—

A

A

—

rK

vMch maps X0 in S Into X0 in S, ufciere both X0an& ^ are points above Xa.
A

—/

The proof Is still valid If Instead of A0 we choose another point Ae
above X0 In the same surface S.

THEOREM 7*5*

Bence we have as a corollary:

Let S be a simply connected, properly branched

covering of the surface S. Then given two points A0 and xfabbve:Xo, there
exists a (unique) deckfcransformatlon carrying X0 into xJ .
¥e may Interpret the theorem as giving a certain symmetry to the
surface S: to an observer stationed at X0 the surface S appears the
same as It does to an observer at X</.

8. A Special Class of Regularly Branched Coverings.
Row that we have shown the conditions for the existence of a
simply connected, properly branched covering of a surface S, it is
interesting to note the conditions under which the covering if will have
a finite number of sheets. Again we have two cases:
sphere.

the disc and the

Let us suppose that we already have an 7t-sheeted simply connected

covering of the sphere. The sphere can be triangulated into H triangles,
so that each point

is a vertex of the triangulation.

Over each

triangle on the sphere are n triangles of the covering, so that the
covering has a triangulation consisting of Nntriangles. The covering,
then, is closed, and being simply connected, must be topologically
equivalent to a sphere. Going back to our base sphere, let us consider
the alternating sum

f=-F+E-V,
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■where F is the number of faces, 1 the number of ©ages, arid T the lumber
of vertices.

If the triangulation is a tetrahedron (Fig.4r), then

- -2.

The number f> , ealled the Euler Characteristic of the surface, is
invariant with respect to the triangulation, i.e. the alternating sum of
the number of triangles, sides, and vertices involved in any triangulation
of a sphere is always egual to -2. [3, p. 69^ .

Then our covering surface,

being also a sphere, mist have the characteristic -2.
the sphere S we choose the points CL(t
signaturesjlL,,JJ.^ •••, iX<^.

Suppose that CHI

and the corresponding

let us think of the covering S as being made

up of yt sheets, each a copy of S, and each triangulated so that vertices
fall at the potato

.

a* total of the characteristics of the X.

separate sheets is -2n» but because they are joined over each CL^Ssx
groups of yK* , the number of vertices of the triangulation is reduced
to

K

/J^>K

above these points.

P=

Then the characteristic of S is given by

2K-h

-

Setting f> = «2, we get

_£, - (z-±*%)
1= TV (z-f + tjcj,
IS

a branch point, thenjuu^ must be at least two.

Alsoy^ must

be finite or else the number of sheets would be infinite.

Z $ /*-*.< o*.

Hence

(Z)

Applying the left side of the inequality (2), we get from (l):

Z v( x (Z - %),

(/)
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The number n, being a positive integer, this last inequality can be
satisfied only if ^_is less than four. How from the right side of the
inequality (2) we get from (l):

2

> «,

(z-f),

Q >Z~

/h. ■

Z

IS S has any branch points, TL most he greater than one, so that ^ is
greater than 1. The number of points

then must he either two or three.

Suppose ^=2. Equation (l) becomes;
2 = — -f —

■
V6* ■/«■** '
Becalling that if the surface is regularly branched, the number of
sheets is divisible by,the multiplicities* we see that the terms 4
Z'
n.
and are positive integers, and hence
K

Z4*
or

/"•

/■t *

H'-

fe)

It is simple to show that a covering satisfying (3) actually exists.
If the .points specified are dj and

with multiplicitytaheju, copies

of the sphere and cut each one along an arc from <£; to <£,_ *

Joining

the edges in the manner indicated in Pig. 2k gives the desired result.

Pig.

2k
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HOT

suppose ^ = 3-

The equation (1) becomes:

Z-

(-/-+jL /WAfJ

(4)

From (4) it follows that

Let us suppose that ^,-5yU^SyOL^ *
%> I

(s)

> /.

y^/ /<,- /^3

Then from (5)

or

/*'■

<■3.

if <£( is actually a branch point# yt4.,%Z .

HOT

«2.
/*?
to are searching for two positive integers andjxz , which, satisfy
/

+ -L-\-L

-- * a
/** y*3
Inspection reveals that if
If

Hence

>

a//«ns yU*3 ,

is two, ^3 can he ary positive integer.

is three, then yA3 mast he either three, four, or five.

Sub¬

stituting the various possibilities for^ , ju.± , and^/43 hack into
equation (h) gives the number -of fleets Jt in. each case.

She results

may he summarized in a table.

/fr-

1) k

k

-

2)

2

2

k 2k

3)

2

3 3 12

!*) 2

3 *s- 2t-

5)

3 5 60

2

k

He have shown that the results in the table give the only possibi¬
lities for finite-sheeted, simply connected, regularly branched covering
of the sphere, but except for the case (1), we have not shown that such
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coverings exist. For the case (2), we take 2k copies of the sphere,
and cut them along arcs between &t , a.3 , and ctZi <ts . The method of
joining the edges is indicated in
Fig. 25. The numbers along the sides
of the cuts designate the different
sheets.

It can be seen from the figure

that if w© follow a path encircling
points over either dt or

, it trill

require two trips around to return to
the sheet from which we started, while
if wo follow a path encircling points
over

, it will require k trips. Thus

points above <t{ and 43^ are branch points
of multiplicity 2, while points above
Figi 25

have multiplicity k.

The method used in the preceding paragraph for constructing the
covering surface works very well for the cases (l) and (2) in the table,
and can without too much difficulty be used to show the existence of a
surface of the type (3). There is, however, a simpler and at the same
time more elegant method which easily demonstrates the existence of surfaces
of all the types. We know that our covering surface must be a sphere, arid
we have seen by triangulating the sphere that it is topologically
equivalent to various polyhedrons.

It so happens that the coverings of

the types 2), 3), 4), and 5) correspond respectively to the regular
solids—the dihedron* the tetrahedron, the cube, and the icosahedron,
let us show, for example, how the covering of the sphere with branch
points of orders 2, 3# and 4, is the cube.
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Pis* 26
Thors are twenty-four triangles of tho typo B^BC (Fig.

26)

obtained by joining tho raid-point of a face to two vertices.

These

triangles are the twenty-four sheets of the covering surface.

This

is not difficult to visualise, for if we fold the triangle along AC
and identify CB with CB/ and AB with AB/ , the Resulting configuration
can be deformed into a sphere.

Fe need to see that the twenty-four

sheets are joined so as to give the proper branching.

Following a

path about A we pass through ttro sheets before returning to the point
whore we beg^n.

Going about B

we pass through six sheets, but through

only one hemisphere of each, so that the result is passing through three
complete sheets.

About C we pass through four sheets.

There are twelve

points lih© A with multiplicity two, eight points libs B with multiplicity
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three, and six points life C with multiplicity four, so that we
have a regularly branched surface with tie proper branching.

do

To see

the covering relation between the cube and the sphere, one can proceed
as follows.

let <&,

b, o

be the specified points on the sphere.

Now

stretch the cube so that the triangle B'BG covers the sphere, with A
above

B and B^ coinciding over

b

, and C over c.

AB^ become opposite edges of a cut from <SU to

b

The sides AB and

, and the sides BC and

B^C become opposite edges of a cut from

b

to

<L . (Fig. 27)

Now B^, for example,

is Joined to B^C in the adjacent triangle
B|B/C| stretch this second triangle over
the sphere so that
over

b

A{ is over CL, and B(

, ’with the sides again lying over

the cubs.

Continuing the process, one

stretches all the

2k

triangles over the

sphere, the result being
Fig* 27

2k

copies of the

sphere in Fig. 27, with the edges of the

cuts Joined in the same manner as the sides of the corresponding triangles
on the cube*
The argument is the same for the other regular solids as for the cube.
It might be noted that the dihedron, corresponding to the case (2, 2, k),
is a two-sided solid with no volume*

W® may think of it as consisting of

two congruent regular polygons of k sides, Joined back to back;
Representing the covering as a regular solid has another advantage,
via. the deoktrsnsformatians of th® surface become obvious.

The deokfcrans-

formtiohs of the cube, for example., are those rotations of the cube which

©airy thi© triangle B'BC into any of the other twenty-three triangles.
Countying th© identity, th© transformations fora a group of order 2h.
Those finite-sheeted colorings of th© sphere are thus connected with
th© finite rotation groups (i.e. finite groups of linear transformations
of the complex plane) and lienee with th® corresponding autemorphio
functions(7), [8), {o, P.

123].

We have shown the possible finite-sheeted, simply connected
coverings of the sphere.
coverings of the disc*

Th© same methods can he applied to consider
A proper triangulation of the disc consists

of an infinite number of triangles, and so from this it would he
impossible to calculate the Euler characteristic.

If we add the

herder of the disc, however, we have a closed region.

Waiving the

requirement that every side must belong to exactly two triangles, we
are able to get a proper triangulatioa of this closed region which is
finite.

Th© alternating sum of triangles, sides, and vertices obtained

in this way still serves to characterise the surface, and so we define
it to he th© Euler characteristic of the surface.

For th© disc, J>=~1.

If we have a simply connected covering of the disc, it must also he a
disc.

Using the same argument as we used for the sphere, we find that

a simply connected n-sheeted covering of the disc with branch points
OTor

the points

=“*

^ »*«<»

/ = 71.
and since

£

> w© have

l $7^ (l—

%).

It follows that ^ mist be less than two.

The only possibility for a

finite-sheeted, simply Connected, and regularly branched covering of the

disc then is a surface tdth one hranoh point.

The multiplicity of the

■branch point may he chosen arbitrarily, and is equal to the number
of sheets.
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